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Do Your Patients Know How to Safely Dispose of
Unused Prescription Medications? IMA supports safe
disposal of prescription and over-the-counter medicines. Held twice a
year, the National Prescription Drug Take Back Day events are a great
way to educate your patients on the best ways to dispose of medications
that could otherwise put their friends, family members and pets at risk.

The next event is Saturday, April 27.

National Prescription Drug Take Back Day is sponsored by the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA) and participating local government
offices around the country. Since its launch in 2010, this program has
collected nearly 11 million pounds of unused medications.

Promoting Take Back Day is a great way to improve the patient
conversation about prescription use in general. The DEA provides a
collection site locator for public controlled substance disposal locations.

[Back to Top]

What is the Preclusion List? The Preclusion List is a list
generated by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) that
contains the names of prescribers, individuals, and or entities that are
unable to receive payment for Medicare Advantage (MA) items and
service and or Part D drugs prescribed or provided to Medicare
beneficiaries.

CMS made the Preclusion List available to Part D sponsors and MA plans
beginning January 1, 2019. Effective April 1, 2019:

Part D sponsors will be required to reject a pharmacy claim (or
deny a beneficiary request for reimbursement) for a Part D drug
that is prescribed by an individual on the Preclusion List.
MA plans will be required to deny payment for a health care item
or service furnished by an individual or entity on the Preclusion
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001taAK272GlhAdgqyGCjzen9RTGuop8Y2jsT0_8ETIhviAaedCh-kGZKCR8M_gSMzo8tdh47LcrJslEvcXZHsRAXKQGq-W-6gQfUW_Jp65i8iVZps52u7ggJ-bLLXOD2F7RNvTLCyoosH5IQleUzK-kA==&c=6UFcY0kHq-u5XfvHbtfi_8bvv422E4r4JtsaG4PfdTt6BgzsFnml6g==&ch=rR2SxGtwFvKohbTorGR8Kam5hONZ3IY280fMvR2pjJ0D_vDh0mrPEQ==
https://takebackday.dea.gov/
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List

Individuals or entities who meet the following criteria:

1. Are currently revoked from Medicare, are under an active
reenrollment bar, and CMS has determined that the underlying
conduct that led to the revocation is detrimental to the best
interests of the Medicare program, OR

2. Have engaged in behavior for which CMS could have revoked the
individual or entity to the extent applicable if they had been
enrolled in Medicare, and CMS determines that the underlying
conduct that would have led to the revocation is detrimental to the
best interests of the Medicare Program.

Individuals or entities will receive an email and letter from CMS/Medicare
Administrative Contractors (MAC) in advance of inclusion on the
Preclusion List. The letter will contain the reason for the preclusion, the
effective date of the preclusion, and applicable rights to appeal.

Unlike the Office of Inspector General (OIG) Exclusion List, the Preclusion
List will not be publicly available and the two lists are not the same,
however, there is some overlap. If you have been excluded on the OIG
list, you can still find yourself on the Preclusion List if you fall into either of
the two criteria listed above.

Additional information can be reviewed on the CMS website.

[Back to Top]

 

UnitedHealthcare and the AMA Collaborate to Understand and Address
Social Barriers Preventing People’s Access to Better Health
UnitedHealthcare, a UnitedHealth Group company, and the American Medical Association (AMA)
announced a new collaboration that will better identify and address social determinants of health (SDOH)
to improve access to care and patient outcomes.

Building on work initiated by UnitedHealthcare, the two organizations are working together to standardize
how data is collected, processed and integrated regarding critical social and environmental factors that
contribute to patient well-being.

Nearly 80 percent of what influences a person’s health relates to nonmedical issues, such as food,
housing, transportation, and the financial means to pay for medications, utilities and other services. Yet the
health care system does not have a consistent, organized way to capture those needs and then
incorporate the data into a person’s overall care plan.

Through this collaboration, UnitedHealthcare and the AMA are supporting the creation of nearly two dozen
new ICD-10 codes related to SDOH. By combining traditional medical data with self-reported SDOH data,
the codes trigger referrals to social and government services to address people’s unique needs, connecting

http://www.miec.com/WHYMIEC/DIVIDENDS.aspx
https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Provider-Enrollment-and-Certification/MedicareProviderSupEnroll/PreclusionList.html
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them directly to local and national resources in their communities.

“UnitedHealthcare and the AMA share a common goal of expanding the health care system’s perspective
to consider the whole person – not just medical care – by placing as much emphasis on people’s social
needs as on their clinical needs,” said Bill Hagan, President, Clinical Services, UnitedHealthcare. “By
working together to leverage data, technology and the incredible expertise of our network physicians, we
can more effectively address the social factors that limit access to health care.”

The collaboration between UnitedHealthcare and the AMA illustrates a growing recognition of the
partnerships that are essential to the success of patient-centric health care. With a consistent set of
standardized data, health care organizations can tap into local and national resources to connect people to
social and government services.

“The AMA is excited to work with UnitedHealthcare through the continuing efforts of our Integrated Health
Model Initiative (IHMI) to foster collaboration around innovative data and technology-driven processes for
incorporating social determinants of health into routine medical care,” said Tom Giannulli, Chief Medical
Information Officer of AMA’s IHMI. “The collaboration reinforces the importance of social and environmental
factors in patient care, and will shape IHMI’s efforts to support clinical decisions with useful and valid data
to achieve broad improvements in health and greater health equity.”

[Back to Top]

Coding Corner
Reminder: How to Correctly Unbundle

NCCI Code Pair Edits: The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) creates and maintains
the National Correct Coding Initiative (NCCI) edits and policy manual, which identify code pairs considered
integral to one another or bundled. An NCCI code pair consists of two codes representing procedures that,
when performed during the same operative session, on the same patient, and by the same provider should
not be billed separately because they are considered part of the greater procedure. NCCI code pair edits
are published quarterly and become effective immediately, or on the date indicated.

A companion policy manual updated and published annually explains the reasoning behind the code pair
edits and whether or not circumstances may exist to allow the code pair to be unbundled. Code pairs are
displayed in a two-column table with the primary procedure code located in Column 1 and the secondary
(bundled) procedure code located in Column 2. If a provider submits both codes of a code pair edit to the
payer, the Column 1 code will be paid, while the code in Column 2 will be denied.

"Unbundling" refers to separately reporting, and expecting payment for, both the Column 1 and Column 2
codes. Occasionally circumstances exist which warrant unbundling and payment of both codes; however,
there are rules that govern which code pairs may be unbundled and under what circumstances it would be
warranted. CMS identifies code pairs that may be unbundled by linking an indicator 0, 1, or 9 to the
Column 2 code.

NCCI Column 2 Indicators Provide Guidance

0- Not eligible for unbundling under any circumstance
1- Allowed when circumstances are appropriate and there is documentation to support it
9- NCCI edit does not apply (it was deleted retroactively)

If the Column 2 code has an indicator of "1," it may be unbundled and paid for separately but only under
certain circumstances and if those circumstances are identifiable within the documented record. Identifying
the circumstances that justify unbundling is what the policy manual is for. Organized by chapter and code
range makes it easy to locate each code and the guidelines pertaining to them.

Common NCCI Edit Mistakes

Two of the most common problems seen in unbundling are:

1. Applying the unbundling modifier to the code in Column 1 instead of Column 2

Although a number of modifiers may be used to unbundle services, (e.g., RT, LT), when modifier 59 or the
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Medicare X modifiers are reported:

-      XE – Separate encounter
-      XS – Separate structure
-      XP – Separate practitioner
-      XU – Unusual Non-Overlapping Service

They should always be added to the Column 2 code, as it is the code that would otherwise be denied.

2. Lack of supporting documentation

The medical record should clearly identify the circumstances that qualify it for unbundling.

CMS states, "Modifiers may be appended to HCPCS/CPT codes only if the clinical circumstances justify
the use of the modifier. A modifier should not be appended to an HCPCS/CPT code solely to bypass an
NCCI edit if the clinical circumstances do not justify its use. If the Medicare Program imposes restrictions
on the use of a modifier, the modifier may only be used to bypass an NCCI edit if the Medicare restrictions
are fulfilled." See MLN How to Use the National Correct Coding Initiative (NCCI) Tools.

It is important that those involved in documenting the medical record and processing claims be aware of
the rules and guidelines governing NCCI edits to avoid significant financial losses associated with incorrect
billing practices. Often, providers will appeal an unbundling denial when the Column 2 code has an
indicator "0" linked to it. Indicator "0" is assigned to Column 2 codes that can never be unbundled from
their linked Column 1 code, no matter the circumstances. Without a good understanding of this policy,
billers and even providers often spend time and resources appealing claims that will never be paid.

Sometimes the policy manual will fail to identify circumstances to justify unbundling a Column 2 code with
an indicator "1." When this occurs, reference the NCCI manual for guidance on the bundle edit.

When physicians disagree with the NCCI edit code pair, they should submit information to support their
disagreement and explain why unbundling should be allowed. You can seek assistance with this process
by contacting the IMA Reimbursement staff at 208-344-7888 or via email at teresa@idmed.org or
pam@idmed.org.

CMS NCCI Website: https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Coding/NationalCorrectCodInitEd/index.html

[Back to Top]

Common Stark Concerns for Hospitals
By: Kim Stanger, Holland and Hart

Unless structured properly, a hospital’s financial relationship with referring physicians or other providers
may violate the federal Ethics in Patient Referrals Act (“Stark”) and Anti-Kickback Statute (“AKS”), resulting
in civil and criminal fines, penalties, and repayments. Under Stark, if a hospital has a financial relationship
with a physician, the physician may not refer patients to the hospital for certain designated health services
payable by Medicare or Medicaid unless the arrangement fits within a regulatory safe harbor. (42 USC §
1395dd; 42 CFR § 411.353). The AKS generally prohibits knowingly offering, paying, soliciting or receiving
remuneration to induce referrals for items or services payable by federal healthcare programs unless the
arrangement fits within a regulatory safe harbor. (42 USC § 1320a-7b(b); 42 CFR § 1001.952). Below are
some of the top compliance concerns arising from relationships with referring providers.

1. No Written Agreement. Except for employment arrangements, Stark and the AKS generally require
that financial arrangements are documented in writing and signed by the parties, including arrangements
involving the payment for services, sale or lease of space or equipment, recruitment subsidies, etc.

Read more...

[Back to Top]

Reminder: Research Study Opportunity This is a friendly reminder inviting you to
participate in a questionnaire for the study titled Primary Care Providers’ Referral Preferences from an Oral
Healthcare Provider for Patients with Undiagnosed Diabetes. The questionnaire should take you no more

https://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Network-MLN/MLNProducts/MLN-Publications-Items/CMS1243274.html
mailto:teresa@idmed.org
mailto:pam@idmed.org
https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Coding/NationalCorrectCodInitEd/index.html
http://news.hollandhart.com/collect/click.aspx?u=jRYOrR8N39RV8kFEYdGXnsXuG5Sx4ckI7+ahIS3d5fLAdcfVdas+1u23eiRMchkFvbiK3HnKAGvEfgMJ91mMfA==&rh=ff00489556f35acf14b881088c48ab1b95f02b7c
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than ten minutes to complete and your participation will offer the opportunity to win one of two $50.00
Amazon gift cards. The winners of this drawing will be notified May 1, 2019

Thank you for your time and willingness to participate in this important study. Should you have any
questions, please feel free to contact either the researcher Heather Mobus, RDH, BS, MS(c),
mobuheat@isu.edu or advisors JoAnn Gurenlian, RDH, PhD, at gurejoan@isu.edu; or Jacque Freudenthal,
RDH, MHE, at freujacq@isu.edu.

Referral for Undiagnosed Diabetes Survey Link

[Back to Top]

Office of Inspector General (OIG) Work Plan Office of Inspector General (OIG)
updated its website with its audit projects that were added in March. The IMA encourages practices to
monitor this website monthly to view recently added projects. These projects are projects that the OIG
plans to review.

1. Post-Hospital Skilled Nursing Facility Care Provided to Dually Eligible Beneficiaries - Skilled nursing
facilities (SNFs) provide extended care services, such as skilled nursing care, rehabilitation services,
and other services to Medicare beneficiaries. During previous OIG reviews, it was found that some
nursing facility residents receiving Medicaid-covered nursing home care were admitted to a hospital
and returned to the same facility to receive Medicare-covered post-hospital SNF care. In some
cases, hospital physicians discharged beneficiaries to "home" rather than "SNF," yet nursing facility
physicians certified that skilled care was needed. Because Medicare pays substantially more for
SNF care than Medicaid for nursing home care, nursing facilities have financial incentives to
increase the level of care to "skilled."

[Back to Top]

You Are Invited to the 2019 Idaho Health Care Conference
Healthcare Hits Keep on Rockin

Click here to view the Invitation, Conference Agenda and Session Descriptions.

Register by April 28 for one of these locations:

May 2 - Red Lion Templin’s Hotel on the River (Post Falls)
May 14 - Shoshone Bannock Hotel Event Center (Fort Hall)
May 16 - Nampa Civic Center (Nampa)

For questions, email Lori Weber or John Wilson and add '2019 IHCC' in the subject line.

No outside food or beverages are allowed except for personal water bottles.

Presenters:

Aetna
Blue Cross of ID
CMS Medicare
DOI - Idaho SHIBA
DXC Technology
First Choice Health
Healthy Connections
Idaho Health Data Exchange
ID Medicaid Bureau of Long Term Care
IMA/Qualis
IPN
Mountain Health CO-OP
Noridian Medicare B
United Healthcare

mailto:mobuheat@isu.edu
mailto:gurejoan@isu.edu
mailto:freujacq@isu.edu
https://isu.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_erC9z62Qqqtu1HT
https://oig.hhs.gov/reports-and-publications/workplan/updates.asp
https://oig.hhs.gov/reports-and-publications/workplan/summary/wp-summary-0000355.asp
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013AvOPD5w5EOFVRQf-6zJ5T99AMBgv9zIT9EtTALTNoAi_ilRXje46LlSz8Hag0IGodxxEZSn8L65QarNCHjHRll1l31dWHEC3IArk9gDqvzvFuTrDfmuOdGj07TkVMyhiRZNk1dQBzURQL7lFTXwM38JEIBriZA9wvJ2oYG4cXnhh1eXD_tGse405gC_DOtpOP2n8Qe8SawTHuOf8VCGs5kO8EcyT0eO0f1URmxUbS0=&c=xkiwuuDvWXakV8_d7ex0GmNjS5kouMZyDNEnTY5qGxt0mNDLztJUow==&ch=jTXJOAOdi4rxuL-ELKvYu_R5UjmGef_XvqaZHxZQBPRZLfxL2kMliA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013AvOPD5w5EOFVRQf-6zJ5T99AMBgv9zIT9EtTALTNoAi_ilRXje46LlSz8Hag0IGyIcAYtm3nmtZJhQIaXkXEn60ihCf5V8SxcjOT37GOr_MrQhJ4GgCB1DHf0Ep4fT6-qezIeyFrSOHQc6wM83jKQa8TZ9UHd4HzkZSVfcoUoI=&c=xkiwuuDvWXakV8_d7ex0GmNjS5kouMZyDNEnTY5qGxt0mNDLztJUow==&ch=jTXJOAOdi4rxuL-ELKvYu_R5UjmGef_XvqaZHxZQBPRZLfxL2kMliA==
mailto:Lori.Weber@noridian.com
mailto:john_b_wilson@uhc.com
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Idaho Medical Association
P.O. Box 2668, 305 West Jefferson, Boise, ID 83701

Phone: (208) 344-7888 - Fax: (208) 344-7903 - Email: mail@idmed.org

Click here to choose the types of mailings that we send to you. 
Click here to Unsubscribe.
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